1. Flip wheeled base with the hollow end facing downward. Mount each support pole into its corresponding nub, ensuring they are fully-seated.

2. Lift up the case top with the counterop facing upward. Mount each support pole onto its corresponding nub. Tip: To make pole insertion easier, push down on the inside of the case while pulling up on the pole.

3. Pull the graphic over the top of the counter frame like a sock until it’s firmly mounted to the wheeled base, then flip the counter over.

4. Finish pulling graphic up until it folds over the ends of the bottom of the counter area. Flip back over.

Note: Zipper is available to access internal storage area.

Handle graphics with care with clean hands in a clean environment. Cloth or latex gloves recommended. Keep graphics away from sharp objects.

Need Help?
Scan the QR code or go to displayit.com/flare-guide to watch an assembly video.